3D

ESTEREOSCOPIC DISPLAY

, an Audiovisual device which provides
images in 3D.
- Totally stable
- HD and HD(x2)
- Bodily sense of reality
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CLASS, Launch to the market,
, the first high performance
3D exhibitor.

- Overcomes the planar images.
- Provides a standard level of visualization that suits
the human visual protocol.
- Endows depth to the objects
It is the technology which must reach our level of visual perception
and not the opposite.
We go beyond the current state of the art: displays that provide only
defective flat images or with diminished information by lacking
optical volumetric.

ADVANTAGES
- THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES PROFESSIONAL LEVEL.
- TOTALLY STABLE OPTICALLY SYSTEM.
- ABSOLUTE DIFFERENTIATION IN DESING AND BENEFITS.
- IT DOES NOT PRODUCE VISUAL DISCOMFORT OR FATIGUE.

APPLICATIONS
- Civil simulation. - Cartography.
- Military simulation.- Architecture.
- Engineering and industrial desing.
- Real estate.
- 3D design.
- Robotics.
- Video games.
- Aerospace.
- Advertising.
- Medicine.

3D EXHIBITOR
Enrich your performance, differentiating, making your
customers enjoy about a three-dimensionality with a perfect
image definition.
-

Multiplies by 10 the impact time or advertising
demand.

-

Gets a profound effect on the observer provoking
comments and recommendations of the system to other
potential observers or customers.

-

Shows the concepts and products with an optical
visualization method totally natural and compatible with
our brain, so the message is absorbed and retained without
effort.

PROFESSIONAL TOOL
In the various professional sectors that already use the stereoscopic vision, our system improves and
optimizes the visualization methods avoiding the grave problems that generate the current image displays.
With the
display as 3D tool, the visualization quality is incremented, enlarging the reality sense in
the different simulators and will reduce the fatigue due to its natural and simple vision.

FICHA TÉCNICA

VIRTUAL SHOWCASE
The
distinct.

system applied to showcasing, provides a solution completely original and

- The objects are displayed as if they were real, with the advantage of having a
stereoscopic virtual image, without the physical object.
- The limited space of a showcase becomes infinite.
- Your showcase changes to a highlighted and of reference key point.

MACRO IMAGEN 3D.

Is showed in several formats (19”, 20”, 24”, 37” and 42”)
as well as in different designs, so that the
device, due to
its versatility, adapts to your needs.
- There are different options for integrating the system for each
environment and need. The elements.
- The components that compose it, can be broken up and
mounted on roofs and walls, getting an optimal use of space.
See the attached image.

Corporea 3D: Develops professional 3D technologies
with stereoscopic images of high definition.
offers its background, expertise and
knowledge in visualization for each custom project
fully adapted to the customer needs.

